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Couples Get-Away Recap

It already seems like so long ago since we were there,
and I already want to go back! The blue water and white
sand were just so intoxicating. I’ve just never seen water
that color before. To see the string of islands and the lush
blue water from the sky was even more amazing. We feel
we had a unique perspective because we were able to
see the islands from the air, from boats, and from a car.
It was an amazing trip! We snorkeled in
the famous Thunderball Grotto, went
kayaking out on the ocean as well
swam with sea turtles, saw rays and nurse sharks.
It was like one of those experiences that you would
see on a travel show and think that would be really
cool, but there we were doing it!
The people at Grande Isle were
so gracious and the hospitality
was amazing too! Every need
we had was met graciously!
So many beautiful yachts and boats
around. It was great to spend time with
Mike, Holly and Bella. That
little Bella was such a trooper,
what ever we are doing she’s
right in there doing it too.
Only complaint is we
couldn’t stay long enough!

Tom and Amy Deml
Little Falls Minnesota
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Meet the Chaney’s
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Born in Canada, Stephanie graduated from the University of Ottawa with a BS in
Kinesiology. She then moved to the U.S. to attend New York Chiropractic College,
where she met her future husband and partner, Maryland native, Tom Chaney while
he getting his doctorate. They opened their business together in Annapolis in 2001.
The couple married in 2003. It is extremely apparent that their passion is finding a
way to relieve pain and reverse the effects of disease in their patients with natural
and holistic healthcare.
What brought them to Heaven’s Landing? For 12 years, Tom had talked about
taking flying lessons but life was busy, long hours, patients, and tons of traveling.
Tom decided on his birthday September 2015 that he was finally going to do it and
he became licensed in 2016. Stephanie was excited because flying commercially had become so frustrating
and exhausting! Tom had been flying out from a very tiny airport a mile from their home and they began
looking for other airports, specifically a mountain airport. And
then they found Heaven’s Landing! “We were looking for a
beautiful place to get away for a weekend here and there. And
we searched for airparks all over the U.S. Ultimately we found
and fell in love with Heaven’s Landing.
We do a lot of conferences in Florida so Heaven’s landing is
perfectly in the middle! So, I booked a flight to come see it for
ourselves as a weekend get away! We flew commercial to Atlanta
since we didn’t even have a plane yet and were all set to rent a
car and drive up to Clayton, but Mike picked us up in his Plane,
insisting that our first experience of Heaven’s Landing had to be
a fly in…and he was right! We fell in Love immediately, picked
a lot and decided to make it happen... before we even owned a plane!
We spent the weekend with the Ciochetti’s and fell in love with the entire area. Being holistic doctors we loved
the idea of the being in nature, we just loved the whole place and the small town feel of Clayton.
I had already picked out 10 lots to look at before we even got there and then, standing on the top of Lot 183 we
knew, This was it! We bought a plane in October, a Cirrus, and now Tom is learning how to fly the new plane!
He had taken all of his lessons in an old 1970’s piper.
We’re hoping to fly down this summer in the new plane and are planning on building our mountain home in the
next couple years here at Heaven’s Landing. Ultimately we plan on semi-retiring there and running businesses
from afar and flying out when needed for Seminars and meetings.
We don’t have kids, but we have a 5.5 lb Maltese named Lulu Lemon who our parents
refer to as their Grand Dog. She’s super sweet and has logged commercial flying hours
to Canada, Florida, Colorado. We can’t wait to take her up in our plane!
Whats your favorite part about Heavens Landing? I love just the idea of Heaven’s
Landing! We have only met a few other people there while visiting with the Ciochetti’s,
and we’re looking forward to meeting more of the community. Everyone treats you like
family here - I get the sense of a really strong future community with people we haven’t
even met yet! A community of like-minded people. We loved the views and the winding
roads into the mountains, the runway in the middle of the mountains is amazing and
the future plans of Heaven’s Landing aligned with things we were looking for!
[Continued on Page 4]
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We felt it was “a good place to land” ; it felt like coming home!
Being from Canada, I miss the fresh air, fresh water, amazing
outdoors...but not the snow! This will be the best of both worlds.
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We live in Annapolis, where the Naval Academy is, and one of our
favorite things to do is leave the office at lunch in May and get out
onto the Severn Bridge to watch the Blue Angels do their show for
the Naval Academy graduation. And now we’ve heard that we’ll
have a Blue Angel living next door to us at Heaven’s Landing!
Because we live near Washington D.C. it’s nice to have the extra security knowing that we have a quiet place tucked
away that we can get to whenever we like.
We just loved the connection we have with the Ciochetti’s and
how helpful they Were. I loved hanging out with Mike, Holly, and
especially Sean and Bella! We are working on getting there as much
as possible in the coming years.
Favorite Quote? “When you know better, You do better”
We believe in always learning, to be better and do better not just for
ourselves but for the people in our communities and beyond, who
are suffering from chronic illnesses - illnesses that can be treated
successfully with natural interventions. We’re always learning so we
can help ourselves and to help others. That is why we provide free seminars to the public! We’ve put together
a great group of practitioners and have created successful programs to help people reverse diabetes, reverse
neuropathy, get autoimmune conditions into remission...all naturally! We also do stem cell therapy for joint and
tissue regeneration so people can avoid surgery when possible. I’ve had my own great experiences with these
treatments...I often say to patients that the things we bring into the practice are things I need and want for myself...
my goal is to live to 150 and be in good condition.
What are you excited about right now in your life or career? We love our practice and our patients and seeing
so many people get truly healthy, it’s become our obsession really to find the latest and greatest non-invasive
therapies to help people live better lives. Last year we learned about a new therapy for erectile dysfunction. Many
of our male patients that see us for neuropathy and diabetes also suffer from ED. They are very closely linked. Up
to this point, the only medical solution has been medications (with side effects) or surgical procedures (implants).
		
Now, with this amazing new therapy, we’re able to handle this issue naturally and in a relatively
		
short time and are able to restore normal function. This can be a life changer for many men. This
		
therapy has been performed outside the U.S. for years and only now is it being brought in.
			
We’re just launching this new therapy at our office in March and can’t wait!

We also just finished our second book called Defeat Diabetes which will be lauching also at the end
of this month. You can find out more information about what we do on our website at
http://www.mylivinghealth.com

We Are very Happy To Have The Chaney’s As Part Of Our Heaven’s Landing Family!
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Join us for the 43rd Annual
2017 SUN ‘n FUN
International Fly-In & Expo

presented by VISIT FLORIDA from April 4-9, 2017 in beautiful Lakeland, FL.
The Fly-In is SUN ‘n FUN’s largest fund raiser for the Aerospace Center for Excellence (ACE),
a 25-acre, 11 building campus dedicated to aerospace and STEM education. Approximately
200,000 guests, exhibitors, volunteers, sponsors and performers are expected to attend.
Proceeds from the event support numerous community activities in addition to ACE.
This year, you are cleared to land on the SUN ‘n FUN Expo Campus. Whether you fly or drive in, you are
not going to want to miss the once in a lifetime chance that SUN ‘n FUN is going to bring to you this year.
SUN ‘n FUN welcomes our French Allies on Tuesday April 4th, as the French National Team, Patrouille de
France, performs during the air show. The team is thanking the United States for our participation during
the World War. The day will also honor America’s participation as we celebrate the 100th Anniversary
of America entering the air war in Europe, and the 70th Anniversary of the Air Force. We are proud to
welcome the world-renowned Blue Angels back to the SUN ‘n FUN stage. The team will perform FridaySunday. Art Nalls will bring the only civilian Harrier on the airshow circuit in for the weekend, April 7-9.

More information
including Air show and
workshop schedules,
camping reservations,
registration for activities,
and ticketing details can
be found on the SUN ‘n
FUN website at flysnf.org
Keep up with all the fun on
facebook.com/sunnfunflyin
and twitter.com/sunnfunflyin
*Attendees are encouraged
to use hashtags #SnF17 and
#LoveFL on social media while
posting about the Fly-In.
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Meet the Weakleys!
Amber & Kayce Weakley and their beautiful family come to us from
Auburn, AL with their daughter Ashlynd, 8 and son Max 5, along with
2 fur babies: a Border Collie/Australian Shepherd mix named Tico and a
German Shepherd/ Husky Mix named Karma! Kayce and Amber both said,
“as new owners of Lot #3 we are extremely excited to be building very soon!
Amber is a Psychologist
of almost 7 years - She
works with teens and adults
specializing in health and
neurological related issues,
such as eating disorders. She
loves to help free people of mental blocking habits and also help
then to see their true potential within.
Major Robert Kayce Weakley has been a Reserve Pilot for the Air
Force for the past 16 years. He plans on retiring in 4 years. His
other “day job” involves humanitarian work and cargo hauling for a civilian company.
They have 2 airplanes, an experimental RV-7 that Amber is learning to
pilot, and a Bellanca Super Viking with room to take more family trips.
Their love of flying started for both of them at a young age. Their love for
each other bloomed when they discovered that they both grew up on an
airpark! Ambers parents live on an airstrip, Kenley Airpark, and Kayce’s
dad single-handedly built and established Weakley’s Field.
The two met in college, at Auburn University about 15 years ago and have
been married almost 10 years now. Amber was visiting a friend in Auburn
and attended a football game where she ran into Kayce. Talk of airplanes
ensued, and the rest is history!

[Continued on Page 7]
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“Why do they love flying?” Kayce’s reply is… “Because it’s what I do, it’s all I know. I’m horrible at ping-pong
and not good at cards, but I’m great at flying!” and for Amber “It’s always been a lifestyle for us and now being
able to pilot myself is incredibly challenging and extremely exhilarating.”
What is your favorite part of the Heavens Landing community?
“The location...the area is absolutely gorgeous and not too far from Lake Burton, its surrounded by mountains,
and we have been welcomed so warmly by those who live there. Heaven’s Landing is a neighborhood with a
sense of community and privacy, which is rare. To say Heaven’s
Landing is beautiful is an understatement... the lighted, paved
runway, the club house, the double-decker hangers...its like
being on vacation full-time!”
“We are looking forward to building our home in Heaven’s
Landing in the next year or so, and love having met some
amazing people who share a similar passion for the place.”
The Weakleys describe their family as “uniquely unique” each
one embracing who they are and what they love!
We are so inspired by our parents, they inspire us with what
they have done with their own lives, who they are as people,
and how they continue to guide us now. Amber mentions that
Kayce inspires her every day and her children inspire her as
well. Family inspires me!
The Weakley family’s favorite quote comes from Kayces
father Dale who always said,
“Life is 10% Ability and 90% Determination!”

We are Elated to have the
Weakley’s as new Heaven’s
Landing neighbors.
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Upcoming Events at The Waterfall Club.
Heaven’s Landings local outpost

May 6th, 2016
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1/2 Mile
Shootout
At Heaven’s
Landing
May 6-7, 2017
2 DAYS OF RACING ON YOUR OWN PRIVATE
RUNWAY IN THE MOUNTAINS
This incredible 2-DAY event will be held on May 6 and 7th, 2017 at the Prestigious Heaven’s
Landing Fly-In Community (WWW.HEAVENSLANDING.COM) in Clayton, Ga. Nestled
in the Blue Ridge Mountains, this Unique community is more of a work of art than a place
to land your plane... or in this case race your cars! Come join us for 2 FULL DAYS of sideby-side HALF MILE racing at this rare and exclusive location. All of our participants
will be given a chance to take their vehicle’s Top Speed down Heavens Landing’s private
5,200 ft. runway and race door-to-door against the competitor of their choice! See what
it’s like to finally race without the restrictions of speed limits on your own private stretch
surrounded by mountains. This event is limited to only 135 cars per day and is sure to sell
out quick, so register today and we promise to make your automotive dreams come true!
Driver & spectator registration will open on March 3rd, 2017 at 8am Eastern Time.

Register Now at WWW.WANNAGOFAST.COM
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TOTAL
ECLIPSE OF

HEAVEN’S
LANDING
August 21, 2017

For the first time in 26 years, a total solar eclipse will occur in our great country,
and we will play host to the world’s eclipse chasers. For those of us who already
live here, but have never seen an eclipse, this is the opportunity of a lifetime to see
the most beautiful thing on the planet right here in NORTH GEORGIA!

Join us at Heavens Landing to see the TOTAL ECLIPSE
from our vast open full view of the sky.
To see the eclipse from the Peach State, the centerline of the path just barely crosses the Northeastern
corner of the state, and runs about 12 miles between the borders of TN and SC. Clayton (2m34s
at 2:35:45pm) is a nice county seat close to the centerline, and will be a perfect location to view
the eclipse. NOTE: You’re not going to see it from Athens, Gainesville, Augusta, or Atlanta,
these locations are not in the path of totality. If you want to stay within Georgia to see the eclipse,
you will have to come to Heaven’s Landing! Here you’ll see 2m36s of totality of the eclipse.
We hope you will join us for an afternoon to remember. Call us for details
on the TOTAL ECLIPSE OF THE HEART PARTY! 706-982-5245

See eclipse information for all Georgia
cities and towns in the path of totality!
Join us at 1 pm

for a Cook-Out

And a G rand Ole’ Time

Eclipse Path Way

Before the Total Eclipse
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Concierge Services
Heaven’s Landing Concierge Services is on call for our truly unique and mobile
owners. The Heaven’s Landing staff is pleased to provide clients with a vast array of
services.
Please call the office at 706-212-0017 for pricing information and other consultations.
Please note that due to offering a vast array of services to our owners, all requests
for assistance will be billed at a per-arranged fee.
Some of our commonly requested services include the following:
 Interior Cleaning
 Alarm/Security Checks
 Holding Postal Mail
 Receiving Service
 Personnel Landscaping
 Lot and Yard Maintenance
 Pressure Washing
 Tree Removal
 Scheduling Party Staff
 Maintenance Services
 Transportation Needs
 Shopping
 Window Washing
 Gutter Cleaning
 Receiving Furniture, Appliances, and Packages

Quick Links:

Weather Link — Stay up to date on the Clayton, GA conditions and forecast from NOAA
Heaven’s Landing Facebook Page — “Heaven’s Landing Residential Airpark”
Rabun County Tourism Development Authority — ExploreRabun.com, (706) 212-0241.
Marina and Boating Information — Anchorage Boat Rentals at (706) 782-5193
Local Events and Information — Rabun County Chamber of Commerce at (706) 782-4812
and Rabun County Visitors Bureau at (706) 212-0241.
Facebook “Likes” — Exploring the back woods: Waterfall of Western North Carolina,
Waterfall and Back Roads of North Georgia, and The Wayward Traveler

Airfield Fuel Prices
Self Serve Pumps

AV GAS $3.99 / gal* JET A $2.99 / gal*

*Prices Subject to Change. Prices as of December 2, 2016

